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Fairweather Science Cultural Sensitivity Training
Working Effectively in Arctic Alaska

A comprehensive training program designed to provide employees with an understanding of the land, indigenous peoples and their culture.

www.fairweathersciencellc.com

Fairweather Science, LLC, through years of experience and success in fostering relationships in 
communities across Arctic Alaska, has collaborated with Jenny Evans of Rural Alaska First to develop a 
comprehensive Cultural Sensitivity Training (FWS CST) program to assist organizations conducting work in 
Arctic Alaska. Working in the Arctic requires an understanding of the many cultures and traditional values 
of indigenous peoples. The FWS CST best practice program will provide your team with the following 
knowledge:
  — An understanding of cultural issues and land access rights
  — Respect for indigenous peoples
  — An understanding of cultural differences
  — Traditional values important to indigenous peoples

• 15-minute video
• Introduces important historical, 

environmental, cultural, and subsistence 
aspects of the North Slope

• Provides understsanding of indigenous 
peoples and communities

• Provides valuable tools in preparation of 
working in the Arctic

• Material testing
• Certificate of course completion
• Direct billing
• Company branded videos provided upon 

request

VIDEO CUSTOM WORKSHOPS

MEETING FACILITATION

• Supplement the training video with an in-
person training by FWS & Rural Alaska 
First personnel experienced in working with 
indigenous peoples in the Arctic

• Panel discussion with local indigenous 
leaders and subsistence hunters

• Each workshop is custom designed to meet 
organizations needs

• FWS and Rural Alaska First will help facilitate 
meetings in communities across Alaska

• Provide meeting planning, venue, logistics 
and introductions to local leaders who are 
key to project success VIDEO PRICING

1 to 9 employees: $40/person
10 to 50 employees: $30/person
50+ employees: $20/person

For more information, contact
Sheyna Wisdom or Ella Ede at 907.346.3247

WORK ROOM POSTERS
• Important reminders regarding interaction 

with indigenous peoples living in Arctic 
Alaska


